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The collection of data in the industrial sector isn’t anything
new. It has helped automate and streamline procedures for
decades. The digital transformation within the industrial sector
is now taking data-collecting processes and protocols and
connecting them to the internet, to open a new channel of
digitization.
The Fourth Industrial Revolution will leverage the Internet of
Things by connecting hundreds of millions of sensors to create
smart factories and manufacturing lines to bring more efficiency,
safety, and profitability to an industry that faces many
challenges.
Disruptive events such as the pandemic; skills gaps in the
workforce; aging equipment and legacy systems; and
sustainability add to the many hurdles manufacturers and OEMs
face, but most of these can be mitigated by using Industrial IoT
(IIoT).
Transitioning to new protocols can seem like an impossible task,
and many in the industrial sector are concerned that IIoT would
mean a total replacement of protocols such as supervisory
control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems.
But really, much of it boils down to connectivity. SCADA

file. Together, the system is designed to maintain efficiency,

systems communicate data by way of an internal server

provide information for data-driven decisions, and flag issues

connected via WiFi/LAN. By migrating systems to internet

within a system to help mitigate downtime.

connections, data can be communicated faster, more broadly,

SCADA has been a tried and true system for industrial use

simpler, and it makes scaling and adapting a more

across many different segments for decades. Originally

straightforward process.

launched in the 1960s with the birth of telemetry, SCADA
systems transitioned to mainframe computers and then, with the

First, it is important to understand how SCADA fits in with

rise of Local Area Networking (LAN) and PC-based software,

connectivity and IoT.

became closer to the traditional SCADA systems of today.
Earlier iterations of SCADA systems were heavily proprietary
and vendor-specific, which made it much more difficult to

The Legacy of SCADA

communicate data at an enterprise level. More modern SCADA

A SCADA system is a centralized system that monitors and
controls industrial sites. This could be a single manufacturing
plant in a central location or multiple plants across a country.
The core capabilities of SCADA are to control industrial
processes, gather data, and record events into a historical log

systems utilize structure query language (SQL) databases, rapid
application development (RAD), and web-based software, all of
which make data communication much broader and easier to
access, and this allows for some integration into existing SCADA
systems – at a cost, however.
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The SCADA stack starts with sensors within machines and
equipment that then send data to programmable logic
controllers (PLCs) or remote terminal units (RTUs). These
microcomputers act as a gateway in data communication from
devices, sensors, or manual input up the SCADA stack. At the
top of the stack is the human-machine interface (HMI), which is
generally either an operational terminal or software application.
The PLC is a ruggedized computer that monitors inputs and
outputs in order to make logic-based decisions. This is what
helps automate processes as well as controls machine
functions. At the core of the PLC is the processor, which is the
brain power of the computer. It executes rule-based functions
based on the data it receives from the devices to which it is
connected – production line machines, for example – through
Managing the maintenance of SCADA systems can be an IT

input/output (I/O) modules.

headache, and that’s for skilled SCADA professionals. For
Communications between the PLC and the SCADA need to

organizations lacking the internal resources to manage a

run optimally for the highest level of performance. Several key

full-scale SCADA system, it can be crippling.

factors can create interrupted communications within a
SCADA, including I/O module failures, field device issues, and

But the risks of not upgrading a SCADA system can be just as

power supply issues.

crippling. Without upgrades, security patches or system
updates may not go through, which could lead to unplanned

One issue of operating a legacy SCADA system is that when

downtime, and pose greater risks for cyberattacks. The security

errors crop up with the PLC, particularly with the I/O module, it

angle, particularly, is incredibly important. A compromised

may mean replacement. This can be extremely costly since a

manufacturing line not only can cause incredible damage to

newer module may be incompatible with existing components.

customers, but it can also be costly to a company’s reputation.

This is one of the few highly impactful limitations of SCADA.

An outdated SCADA system may not be able to comply with
newer security protocols such as two-factor authentication,
secure remote access, and encryption.

Limitations of SCADA
SCADA has served the industrial sector extremely well over the
last five decades and will continue to be an important part of
leveraging data and providing remote operating capabilities.

A compromised manufacturing

The system does have its drawbacks.

line not only can cause incredible

Traditional SCADA systems can be costly in the long run due to

damage to customers, but it can

maintenance. When SCADA software systems require
upgrades to keep up with Windows OS patches, it creates the
need to purchase a SCADA upgrade, which also comes with
the time constraint of reinstallation and configuration.

also be costly to a company’s
reputation.
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An upgraded SCADA system can open better functionality

the transition much easier. And in the long run, producing the

and features and be more compatible with SQL databases,

kind of quality data that will power current technologies is

Customer Relationship Management platforms, and modern

more beneficial.

HMIs. It also enables more scalability, since more modern
SCADA systems have more agility than legacy systems.
SCADA and IIoT: Big Data vs Intelligent Data
And while an upgrade requires an upfront investment, the
hidden costs of maintaining a legacy system, such as security

When considering IIoT against SCADA, a big consideration is

breaches, IT support and infrastructure, and unplanned

determining what the difference is in these protocols that

downtime, may outpace the cost of an overhaul.

collect data. After all, much of the argument for both sides
boils down to data gathering.

Cloud-based and cloud-supported SCADA systems have
become a more popular choice to alleviate the in-house

The more data collected the better isn’t a great adage for any

maintenance or a computer-based approach. The cloud

business model, particularly in the industrial sector, where

allows for more flexibility both in storage, cost, and

there is plenty of data to collect. The quality of data is

scalability, and allows for data access from anywhere.

extremely crucial. And while IIoT and SCADA can both
aggregate a generous amount of data, without quality data

While migrating SCADA to a more modern approach works,

that can be turned into action items through well-trained

the best future-proofed solutions leverage the internet. IIoT

algorithms that power machine learning, artificial intelligence,

systems can be designed to integrate with SCADA to make

and analytics, the effort in gathering data isn’t very valuable.
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Benefits of Industrial IoT

From SCADA to IIoT

Collecting, communicating, and analyzing data is the ability to

Bridging the gap from SCADA to IIoT isn’t a plug and play

turn that data into action, and that is IIoT. At its baseline, IIoT

replacement. For many reasons, upending a factory protocol in

can improve operational efficiency and reduce the costs of

replacement of IIoT is not feasible. For one, SCADA systems

unplanned downtime through predictive maintenance and by

control key functionalities on a manufacturing floor.

streamlining operations through cellular connectivity.
According to a McKinsey & Company1 report, those

The best way to tie IIoT into a SCADA system is to first keep

manufacturers who have adopted IIoT have seen a 30 to 50

the data collecting and processing components in place, i.e.,

percent decrease in machine downtime, a 15 to 30 percent

the sensors and the PLCs or RTUs. This way, there is no

improvement in productivity, and a 10 to 20 percent decrease

interruption to the heavy lifting of configuring new hardware to

in costs.

existing machines and processes.

But it is also much more than that, depending on how widely it

Next, that data – instead of communicating up through the

is used within a manufacturing floor. This includes worker safety

stack of routers, servers, the historian, and into a software

and, through automation, helps combat skills gaps in the

application – is communicated cellularly through routers to the

workforce. The future of manufacturing has already begun, with

cloud. This new stack is more streamlined and optimized with

IIoT leading the charge in tackling some of the biggest pain

less layers to manage.

points in the industry.

Key benefits of IIoT
•
•
•
•
•
•

Predictive maintenance
Prevent damage and reduce maintenance costs
Boost productivity and efficiency
Reduce planned and unplanned downtime
Analyze and optimize processes
Remote access to machines

Typical SCADA Configuration with LAN/WiFi

Edge to Cloud Solution with
Secure Cellular Connectivity

SOFTWARE APPLICATION

HISTORIAN
4G/5G

SCADA SERVER

COMMUNICATION

PLC

SENSORS
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What’s more, making this investment into updating
equipment to an internet-based model is relatively
inexpensive, because there isn’t much added hardware, and
the connectivity is straightforward. Cellular has become a

Cellular connectivity has become much more
affordable, and it is a powerful, wide-coverage area
approach to manufacturing with myriad benefits:

very affordable option for IoT, especially because many IoT
devices – particularly those in the industrial sector – don’t
require large packets of data to be transmitted and they run
on low power.
Simply tying in cellular connectivity and cloud storage into
an existing SCADA system is simple, and it saves from the
hidden costs of a Wi-Fi/LAN-based SCADA approach.
Maintenance of the SCADA infrastructure – servers,
gateways, routers – or outright replacement can be costly,
as can the IT support. Also, network downtime or lost
production data from faulty equipment can gravely affect a
manufacturer’s bottom line.

The Switch from WiFi/LAN to Cellular
Many manufacturers have already leveraged some IoT
infrastructure that is powered by WiFi/LAN. Earlier on, this
was the most comprehensive, cost-effective approach.
Cellular connectivity was not quite tailored to the use cases

Less infrastructure: Creating a WiFi system requires
routers to connect to the cloud. Building and scaling
IT infrastructure takes time, and can be costly,
depending on the use case. With cellular, connecting
to the cloud is simple and straightforward.
Large coverage area: Cellular provides the agility to
scale upwards or downwards as the situation
depends. This not only applies to a single industrial
campus, but to many across a large geographical
area.
Reliability: Cellular can provide a more powerful
connection to the cloud (and across a wide coverage
area, like stated before) without worrying as much
about signal strength. With WiFi, the further you get
away from a router, the weaker the signal becomes.
With cellular, the broader coverage provides more
reliability in powering operations even in remote
locations.
Private networks and security: Private networks can
be built within a cellular connectivity solution (VPNs,
APNs, IPsec protocols) to create more security within
an operation.

of IoT and could run up quite a cost.

Cellular Wins Over WiFi/LAN
Overall, when comparing WiFi/LAN network connectivity to cellular,
the benefits of cellular outweigh wired. IT and OT barriers are
eliminated when leveraging cellular, which offers simpler, more
secure connectivity at a lower cost.
Additionally, scaling industrial IoT solutions when leveraging cellular
removes the issue of having to build on an IT/OT infrastructure,
making cellular a more agile approach.
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Making the transition to cellular connectivity is not as

challenges faced in the industrial sector.

time-consuming or expensive as it may seem. Working with a

For OEMs, cellular connectivity amplifies offerings both in

trusted IIoT solutions provider makes the switch simple and

predictive maintenance and remote repair. Predictive

cost-effective. And over time, a SCADA system can be

maintenance built into a piece of equipment sold by an OEM

replaced entirely by an IoT system. PLCs process relatively

requires connectivity no matter where that equipment is

simple logic, and any legacy system is going to struggle to

housed. Being able to rely on widely available cellular

keep pace with technological advancements in the future.

connectivity makes this much more achievable.

But Industry 4.0 isn’t going to happen overnight, and the

For remote repair, again, cellular connectivity is a clear

process needs to begin somewhere. Integrating IIoT into a

choice. Field service travel costs are slashed by the ability to

legacy SCADA system and migrating from wireless to cellular

connect to a piece of equipment from any two points and

is taking a major step toward the future and opening up a

repair it. It also boosts an OEMs offering to customers by

throughway to becoming “smart.” After all, smart factories

having high-value service agreements, particularly in

and manufacturing lines are what the Fourth Industrial

mission-critical use cases.

Revolution entails.
For any type of remote access, whether it’s repair or control
done from a distance, for customers, or due to hazard or
safety concerns, cellular connectivity makes it simpler to
The Future of IIoT: Smart Factories and Smart
Manufacturing

access equipment, machinery, or systems without

Given the rich tradition of Industrial Revolutions and their

With cellular connectivity, network security is increased and

impact on society, this is an exciting moment in history to

there are fewer access points into a company’s network.

witness as plants and factories begin a full digital

Adding new IIoT-enabled equipment is simpler and it won’t

transformation.

compromise security.

compromising security.

Cellular for Manufacturing
One of the building blocks for creating a smart factory is
leveraging cellular connectivity, and several key reasons stand
out.

Benefits of Cellular Connectivity
• Increased network security
• Fewer access points into company network

For manufacturers, the reliability and mobility of cellular
connectivity brings a greater peace of mind for keeping
operations business as usual. Often, cellular routers in IIoT

• Increased network uptime
• Reduced risk in data loss
• Ease of adding new IIoT-enabled equipment

solutions are equipped with connectivity redundancy in case

• Reduces need for IT involvement

of failover. This offers a greater level of assurance in the event

• Reduces IT support costs

of a service interruption, and lessens the chances of
unplanned downtime, which is one of the most expensive
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Cybersecurity and Manufacturing
The benefits from connecting manufacturing processes to the
internet are myriad, but with these connections comes an
inherent risk of cybersecurity threats. Manufacturing holds a
particularly heightened risk due to its low tolerance for
downtime. Instances of cybersecurity attacks such as
ransomware are a large threat – systems are shuttered during a
ransomware attack, and hours or days of downtime could cost
tens of millions.
The IBM X-Force Threat Intelligence Index 2021 indicates that
cyber attackers see the profitability in attacking manufacturing.2
It has moved to the number two ranking for most-attacked
industry in 2020, up from a number eight slot, and second only
to the financial industry. The report states that the predominant

Freeing factories from fixed networks by providing the same

method of attack in 2020 was ransomware.

amount of bandwidth without the cost for development and

Having network control and visibility is incredibly important in
any IoT ecosystem, no matter the industry. Being able to scan
for anomalies and threats leveraging real-time data helps
guard against devastating attacks that can cost millions and
damage reputations.

infrastructure is another outlet for manufacturing to flourish
under the new 5G network. Manufacturing won’t need to be
as centralized in the future, and Manufacturing-as-a-Service is
even likely to become a subset of the industry, as
requirements for building a manufacturing infrastructure will
be a lighter lift.

KORE SecurityProTM provides diagnostic and troubleshooting
capabilities at the traffic level. With the ability to set rule-based
alerts and actions to protect devices and transmitted data,
organizations can protect against anomalies, threats, excessive
data use, misconfigured firmware, stolen SIMs, and network
failures.

Key benefits of 5G
Low latency: Capturing and processing data moves
its closest ever to real-time with the extremely low
latency of 5G.

5G for Manufacturing

be leveraged in manufacturing in a host of different ways.

Bandwidth: Picture 5G as a super-highway for data
traffic. The wide bandwidth of this new network
generation will be able to support more data traffic
than previous generations.

It has been estimated that 5G could unlock $740 billion3 in

Capacity: The larger capacity of 5G will enable more
devices to communicate data.

With the benefits of cellular in the industrial sector established,
and new connectivity technologies emerging, 5G will certainly

value for manufacturing by 2030. That value is going to be
realized in a multitude of ways. Because of the capacity of 5G –
high speed, low latency, massive bandwidth – many

Reliability: With nearly 100 percent network
reliability, mission-critical applications are more
protected against failure.

technological channels will be opened, or at the very least,
enhanced.
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Edge Computing

the edge is the heart of the definition, with the need for cloud

Edge computing is going to become increasingly necessary for
the manufacturing and industrial sectors. Gartner estimates
that installed IoT endpoints for manufacturing, as well as
natural resources industries, will grow to 1.9 billion units in

services second. Gartner states the reason behind developing
the stack in such a way is to use the cloud in an edge-specific
way5, instead of trying to define an edge strategy more
manually within a general cloud application.

2028.4
Considering the sheer volume of sensors and devices
collecting data within a manufacturing plant or factory for
automation, robotics, digital twins, and more, it doesn’t make
financial sense to compute in the cloud, a data center, or a
hybrid – also known as fog computing. Sending that much data
far away from where it was captured and recorded (sensor,
device, machine) to be processed and analyzed would be too
costly. Bringing computing as close to the edge as possible is
going to enhance ROI in smart manufacturing.
There’s more to edge computing than processing large
amounts of data. Computing closer to the source of data
collection also aids in bandwidth. With mission-critical
applications of Industrial IoT, such as robotics and automation,
sharing network space can reduce bandwidth and cause
interruptions or unexpected lag time. Privacy and security are
also considerations in adopting edge computing. The less
channels for data to travel, the less exposure.
Designing an edge computing ecosystem is the combination
of devices and gateways that will act in tandem – most likely –
with cloud computing. Much how hybrid computing between
data centers and the cloud provides the best of both worlds,
same will hold true with cloud and edge computing. Not all
devices and sensors on a manufacturing floor will be collecting
mission-critical data that needs rapid computing. The cost of
edge devices and infrastructure would outweigh the benefits of
having a pure edge computing manufacturing floor.
It boils down to a keen strategy of not either/or but
where/what when it comes to defining edge goals. Edge-in to

A few use cases for edge computing in manufacturing:
Augmented reality or virtual reality: The first
iteration of virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality
(AR) was not the most practical, especially not for
enterprise use. With heavy headsets and impactful lag
time processing in the cloud, this technology tool
required further refining to be used in a more
mainstream way. With edge computing bringing data
processing even to the network edge will make VR and
AR more usable by reducing lag time, as well as
hardware size and weight. VR and AR can be utilized in
manufacturing to train employees, repair equipment
remotely, or give greater visibility into products and
processes.
Precision monitoring and control: Having agility in
adapting a manufacturing process in real-time is a key
goal in digitalizing manufacturing. To do so,
aggregating data from multiple machines, systems,
processes, and the like, is critical. In the case of
precision monitoring and control, machine learning is
going to be a crucial functionality. That data
aggregation leads to better training of a machine
learning algorithm.
Enhanced predictive maintenance: Edge computing
is set to enhance predictive maintenance abilities
primarily because of its ability to support so many
sensors. The more sensors generating data, the better
algorithms leveraged by artificial intelligence, and
more intelligent analytics are created. This is a very
straightforward equation in artificial intelligence, which
directly impacts predictive maintenance, and why IoT
is crucial. Algorithms are data hungry, and IoT provides
quality data to analyze. Edge computing makes it
faster and more cost-effective to compute data.

cloud is one strategy and refers to a stack designed
independently from any hyperscale cloud. The role played at
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Digital Twins
A digital twin is just as it sounds – a digital, or virtual,
representation of an actual product or asset. It’s an exact
replica, just in digital form. This technology innovation has
been around since 2002, so it’s not a new consideration for
manufacturers. But other technological advancements have
made digital twins much more attainable – namely IoT. The
ability to create digital twins comes down to the collection of
data and IoT is one of the best aggregators of data.
The more data collected; the better computational model can
be built. The digital twin then serves as a test subject,
whether it’s rolling out a prototype and testing various
scenarios against it or simulating manufacturing with a
production line. Or it can serve as an early warning beacon
for predictive maintenance. Either way, it is a low-risk
enhancement to smart manufacturing.
Edge computing is what makes digital twins possible, which is
why it is now a more realistic option for factories. The speed
and low latency of 5G help bring computing closer to
operations than sending data to a data center, cloud, or
hybrid, and back, which creates both time lag and cost
constraints.

Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
Artificial intelligence and machine learning will both
piggyback off IoT and enhance IoT-enabled solutions.
Robotics, predictive maintenance, digital twins – so many of
the technological advancements bandied about when

Enhancing Robotics
5G is anticipated to enhance robotics on the manufacturing
floor. Currently, robotics is used by collecting data via sensors
and then communicating through specialized software to
perform actions. But to reach full potential, and for robotics
to communicate with each other and fully automate the
process, faster computing and data communication is

discussing Industry 4.0 are going to be reliant on data-trained
algorithms. AI and machine learning are incredibly data
hungry, and the more quality data fed, the better the results.
IoT pairs perfectly by collecting quality data through sensors,
and powerful connectivity can support the wealth of
connected devices.

necessary, both through 5G and edge computing. With the
ability to communicate in near real-time through low latency,
as well as the reliability and bandwidth to support so much
data processing, robotics will become a more viable option
across this vertical.
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Machine Vision for Plant Management

devices authorized by the end-user organization. It is a

Using cameras as sensors, machine vision is going to be
another technological advancement enabled by 5G. For
manufacturing, using machine vision for plant management
will be the prominent application. Product inspection, quality
control, reading barcodes, and improving employee safety
are several of the ways machine learning can benefit the
industrial sector.

dedicated network for the sole use by a single operator. Take
for instance, a single manufacturing plant may deploy its own
private network. All connected devices within that
manufacturing plant use that dedicated network. It provides
reliability, stability, and network control for the plant’s
mission-critical operations.
Or a virtualized private network (VPN) can be created. In the

The latency and bandwidth for this automated operation is
what will be supported by 5G. Images and data transferred
through this solution can be done quickly and at scale by
leveraging the latest network generation.

5G era, network slicing allows for these VPNs to be created
using public mobile networks. A VPN comes with many of the
advantages of a private network, just without the cost and
maintenance of a true private network.
Private wireless networks are not dependent on 5G, however,
meaning this connectivity approach is available today using

Private Networks for Manufacturing

LTE. Private LTE can be based on licensed, unlicensed, or

When running a large, mission-critical operation powered by

shared spectrum and is a local LTE network utilizing

connected devices, having reliable connectivity is crucial.

dedicated radio equipment to service a premise with specific

Sharing network capacity with other operations could

IoT applications and services.

potentially lead to connectivity issues, like a slowdown in
speed. In many of the IIoT-enabled use cases, data

Ideal use cases include large industrial facilities or campuses,

communication is mission critical, and a blip in latency could

remote locations that don’t have other reliable coverage

have serious ramifications.

options, critical and safety applications, and mission-critical
applications. From improved network performance to greater

This is one of the reasons private networks are becoming a

security, private LTE can be very beneficial in the industrial

popular choice amongst manufacturers. According to GSMA6,

sector.

a private network is an infrastructure that is used only by
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1. Inability to Communicate

KORE Industrial IoT

1. Long
Repair
Times solution to cellular or transitioning from legacy processes to one connected to the cloud,
Whether you are migrating
from
a WiFi/LAN
KORE has bundled solutions to make your IIoT transformation simple and straightforward. Our deep industry knowledge in hardware,
devices, and connectivity partnered with our managed services aim to maximize your ROI.
Beginning with hardware selection and sourcing, KORE then builds your connectivity offering based on your unique business case.
KORE ensures connectivity
enablement
that is designed with security and network management, while also being optimized for cost and
1. Delayed
Openings
built to scale.
With KORE cloud services, your software is loaded and configured and your devices are secured for seamless communications. Your
bundled solution includes an intuitive user interface that provides reporting, monitoring, and critical metrics.

1. Poor
Customer
Experience
Through KORE Managed
Services,
your devices
and hardware are staged, kitted, and documented, with SIM and carrier configuration.
And with the KORE global presence, your IIoT solutions can be deployed worldwide.

About KORE
KORE is a pioneer, leader, and trusted advisor
delivering mission-critical IoT solutions and
services. We empower organizations of all sizes to
improve operational and business results by
simplifying the complexity of IoT. Our deep IoT
knowledge and experience, global reach,
purpose-built solutions, and deployment agility
accelerate and materially impact our customers’
business outcomes. For more information,
visit www.korewireless.com.

Looking for more
information on Industrial IoT?

Learn more about how KORE
can help your organization
realize the power of IoT.
1

https://manufacturingglobal.com/technology/mckinsey-digital-manufacturing-preparing-new-normal

2

https://www.ibm.com/security/data-breach/threat-intelligence

3

https://stlpartners.com/research/5gs-impact-on-manufacturing-740bn-of-benefits-in-2030/

4

https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/5-trends-from-the-gartner-hype-cycle-for-supply-chain-strategy-2020/#:~:text=Internet%20of%20things%20(IoT)
&text=Gartner%20estimates%20that%20installed%20IoT,million%20units%20installed%20in%202018.

5

https://www.gartner.com/doc/reprints?id=1-24JFAZOO&ct=201104&st=sb

6

https://www.gsma.com/iot/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/2020-10-GSMA-5G-IoT-Private-and-Dedicated-Networks-for-Industry-4.0.pdf
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